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Summary
Objective
Nearly half of African–Americans are classified as obese. Perceived racism has been associated with obesity, yet the internal experiences of racism have received little attention.
African–Americans who face racism may ‘ready themselves’ to cope through survival
strategies, including race-related vigilance. This study explores the association between
race-related vigilance and obesity in African–Americans.

Design and methods
The Reactions to Race module of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey (years
2002–2010) was used. Our sample size consisted of 12,214 African–Americans. Racerelated vigilance was assessed as ‘How often do you think about your race?’ and classified as never, <daily, daily and >daily. Obesity was dichotomized as body mass
2
2
index ≥ 30 kg m vs. <30 kg m using self-reported weight and height. Multivariable logistic models assessed the association between race-related vigilance and obesity.

Results
Seventeen percent of respondents reported thinking about their race >daily; 14% daily;
31% <daily and 39% reported never thinking about their race. Compared with those who
reported never thinking about their race, the adjusted odds of obesity were 0.91, 95% CI:
0.72–1.15 among those thinking about their race <daily; 1.09, 95% CI: 0.81–1.46 among
those thinking about their race daily; and 1.37, 95% CI: 1.07–1.76 among those thinking
about their race >daily.

Conclusions
Frequently thinking about one’s race was a risk factor for obesity in African–Americans in
this study. Internalized impacts of racism captured through race-related vigilance may be
particularly detrimental to African–Americans, driving their risk for obesity.

Keywords: African–Americans, health disparity, race consciousness, racism.

Introduction
Obesity is linked to a number of health outcomes including hypertension, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease (1). More than one-third of US adults are obese (2),
however, the distribution of obesity is disproportionate
among racial groups. African–Americans have the highest
age-adjusted prevalence rate of obesity, with approximately 48% of this population considered obese (3).
Obesity disparities affecting African–Americans have
been explored from a number of angles, from adherence

to physical activity and dietary behaviours to factors such
as neighbourhood conditions (4), socioeconomic status
(5) and food insecurity (4). Such inquiries take into account some of the potential influence of social policies
and systems on obesity rates among African–Americans.
The tumultuous history of racism in the USA between
African–Americans and Caucasians has led to exploration
of the role of experiences of racial discrimination among
African–Americans as a contributing factor to health
disparities (6–8). Studies focusing on perceived racism
and discrimination in African–Americans link racial
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discrimination to health and health disparities, but with
conflicting findings (9). Some studies report a positive
association between discrimination and health (10–12)
and others report none at all (13,14). There are studies
that also report a U-shaped curve of this association.
The classic demonstration of this phenomenon is from
the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults
(CARDIA) study, in which young African–American
women and men who reported no discriminatory events
and those who reported discrimination in three or more
domains had higher blood pressure than those reporting
discrimination in only one or two domains, particularly
among working class respondents (15). In this same
study, African–American women who usually accepted
and kept quiet about discriminatory treatment were 4.4
times as likely to report hypertension as women who said
they took action and talked to others about their experiences (15). Other results from this study found the
age-adjusted risk of high blood pressure among
African–American women who recounted experiencing
zero instances of race-biased and gender-biased treatment to be 2.6 times as great as African–American
women who reported these instances (15). Conversely,
a national study of a diverse community sample of midlife
women (n = 3,300) revealed that although racial/ethnic
differences in blood pressure were evident, high levels
of perceived unfair treatment were not associated with
elevated blood pressure (16).
Results from studies investigating the association
between racial discrimination and obesity further reflect
these mixed outcomes, as well as differences by gender.
Perceived racial discrimination has been linked to obesity
in cross-sectional studies, with findings indicating its association with a lower waist–hip ratio in African–American
women (17) and a higher 8-year weight gain in participants of the prospective Black Women’s Health Study
(BWHS) (18). In contrast, a similar cross-sectional study
of African–American women in the New England region
found no association of racial discrimination with weight
status (19). Investigators of the Jackson Heart Study
examined whether discrimination was independently
associated with visceral (VAT) and subcutaneous abdominal fat (SAT) in African–American men and women. The
results of their cross-sectional study found that higher
reports of everyday discrimination were associated with
greater SAT, but not VAT, in men only (20). Longitudinal
studies examining this association have been less
frequently conducted but present just as scattered
results. Investigators of the CARDIA study who examined
the association between self-reported experiences of
racial/ethnic discrimination and waist circumference and
body mass index (BMI) in African–American and Caucasian women and men over 8 years found that an increase
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in self-reported experiences of racial discrimination may
be associated with increases in waist circumference and
(BMI) among African–American women over time (21).
No associations were observed among African–American
men and Caucausian women and men (21).
A limitation of examining experiences of perceived racial
discrimination is that this construct does not fully consider
how the external experiences of discrimination by
African–Americans are internalized. African–Americans
who face discrimination on a routine basis, may ‘ready
themselves’ to cope with overt and covert forms of
racism through adoption of survival strategies (22,23).
Researchers have termed this preparation for and anticipation of discrimination ‘race-related vigilance’ (24,25)
and argue that racial vigilance is an important determinant
of the poor health of African–Americans (6,9). The ways in
which African–Americans acknowledge and cope with
race-related vigilance if at all may explain some of the
inconsistent findings in studies assessing discrimination.
To date, few scientific studies have examined the
association of race-related vigilance levels with health
outcomes among African–Americans. A recent study
found that race-related vigilance was associated with
disparities in sleep difficulty between African–Americans
and Caucasians (6) and hypertension prevalence and large
arterial elasticity among African–Americans (6,24). Each
of these conditions is associated with obesity risk (1).
The association between race-related vigilance as a
potential explanatory factor for high rates of obesity
among African–Americans has yet to be explored. This
study investigates the association between race-related
vigilance and obesity in African–Americans in a national
sample. We hypothesize that race-related vigilance is
associated with increased obesity among African–
Americans in the USA. Because previous studies
examining the association of perceived discrimination
with health outcomes have observed gender differences,
albeit with conflicting results, we also examined potential
gender differences in the association between racerelated vigilance and obesity.

Methods and procedures
Data source
We combined years 2002–2010 of the Behavioral Risk
Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS), a nationwide annual
cross-sectional telephone survey (26). The BRFSS, designed and developed by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention and administered by individual health departments across the USA, is an on-going annual statebased system of health surveys to examine behavioural
risk factors and health outcomes in the greater American
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populous. Health surveys are administered by telephone
to a representative sample of non-institutionalized
persons aged ≥18 years of age.
The Reactions to Race module is a six-question optional
module first developed for the BRFSS in 2001 by the CDC
Measures of Racism Working Group (27). The questions include assessments of socially assigned race, race-related
vigilance, as well as perceptions of differential treatment
in health care and work settings, and reports of emotional
and physical symptoms as a result of race-based treatment (27). The Reactions to Race module was subjected
to several rounds of cognitive and pilot testing before its
inception on the 2002 BRFSS (27). We present analyses
of pooled data from 17 states (AK, CA, CO, DE, DC, GA,
IN, KY, MA, MI, MS, NE, OH, RI, SC, VA, WI and WY) that
elected to include the Reactions to Race module in any of
the included survey years (2002–2010).

Sample
There were 14,333 self-identified African–American respondents included in our data set. We excluded women
who reported being pregnant at the time of interview
(n = 124). Survey respondents answering ‘Don’t
know/not sure’ (n = 922) and those who declined to answer (n = 228) the race-related vigilance question were
excluded from this analysis. Similarly, individuals with
missing data for weight or height were excluded
(n = 672). Respondents categorized as underweight
(n = 173) according to the BMI were also excluded,
resulting in a final unweighted analytic sample of 12,214
African–American respondents.

conducted. We created an income-to-poverty ratio
variable by using the midpoint of the BRFSS household
income categories, and dividing these values by the
poverty level specific to the household composition (the
number of adults and children in each household), per
respective survey year. Income-to-poverty ratio was
categorized as follows: (household income [HHI] below
poverty level; 1–2 times; 2–3 times; 3–4 times; 4–5 times;
5–6 times; or 6 or more times the poverty level).

Analytic approach
For descriptive analyses, we estimated percentages of all
included variables by category of race-related vigilance.
We conducted logistic regression models to assess the
association between race-related vigilance and obesity
status. We ran unadjusted, then multivariable models
adjusting for gender, age in years, employment status,
education level, income-to-poverty ratio, state and year.
We also created a model including an interaction term between gender and race consciousness. Post-stratification
weights accounting for the complex sample design were
used to adjust for probability of selection and nonresponse. For those states that asked the ‘Reactions to
Race’ module in more than one of the years included in
this study, weights were divided by the number of years
the state appeared in the data set. We made this provision because we wanted to ensure that each state’s responses were only counted once towards the analysis
and that respondents were equally weighted. Stata
version 12 (StataCorp LP, TX, USA) was used for all
statistical analyses.

Measures

Results
Race-related vigilance was inferred from response to the
question: ‘How often do you think about your race [Never,
Once a year, Once a month, Once a week, Once a day,
Once an hour or Constantly]?’ We re-categorized racerelated vigilance into four distinct groups based on the
frequency distributions: never (Never), <daily (Once a
year, once a month and once a week), daily (Once a
day) and >daily (Once an hour or constantly).
Body mass index was calculated from self-reported
weight and height as kg m 2. Obesity status was dichotomized according to BMI status as obese (≥30 kg m 2) or
non-obese (<30 kg m 2). Potential confounders included
age in categories (18–34; 35–49; 50–64; and 65+ years),
gender (female and male), education level (<9th grade,
8th–12th grade, high school graduate, attended college/
tech, college graduate and higher), employment status
(employed, unemployed, homemaker, student, unable to
work and retired) and the State where the survey was

Sample characteristics
Socio-demographic characteristics of the African–American
sample stratified by race-related vigilance classification are
presented in Table 1. The majority of the overall sample
was composed of women (53%) and individuals younger
than 50 years of age (67%). The sample was primarily
composed of individuals of high socioeconomic status
of whom the majority completed at least a high school
education (86%) and had a household income at least
two times above the poverty level (56%). With respect
to race-related vigilance, 17% of respondents reported
thinking about their race more than daily while 14%
reported thinking about their race daily. Approximately
31% of respondents reported thinking about their race
less than daily and 39% reported never thinking about
their race.
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Table 1 Sample characteristics, by race-related vigilance level, African–American BRFSS respondents (2002–2010) ≥18 years old, weighted
frequencies (n = 12,214)*

Never (%) (n = 4,716)*
Race-related vigilance, weighted %
Age category, years
18–34
35–49
50–64
65+
Gender, male
Education
<9th grade
9th–12th grade
High school graduate
Attended college
College graduate and higher
Employment
Employed
Unemployed
Homemaker
Student
Unable to work
Retired
Income-to-poverty ratio
HHI below poverty level
1–2 times poverty
2–3 times poverty
3–4 times poverty
4–5 times poverty
5–6 times poverty
HHI ≥ 6 times poverty level

Race-related vigilance level (n = 12,214)
<Daily (%) (n = 3,747)*
Daily (%) (n = 1,730)*

>Daily (%) (n = 2,021)*

38.6

30.7

14.2

16.6

29.9
28.8
23.3
18.0
41.2

34.5
35.5
22.6
7.4
42.3

35.7
39.0
18.1
7.2
54.6

37.2
37.0
19.2
6.7
59.5

5.5
13.6
40.7
25.9
14.2

0.7
9.8
27.7
31.4
30.3

1.8
3.5
25.8
34.8
34.1

2.3
12.4
32.1
27.8
25.3

50.4
10.2
4.6
4.5
17.9
12.2

62.6
8.7
3.5
9.1
9.2
6.8

66.3
9.3
1.6
7.8
9.9
4.8

62.6
12.6
1.9
4.9
7.7
9.7

21.9
23.0
13.3
6.3
4.3
3.1
2.1

12.1
19.1
12.3
10.9
7.7
4.7
3.0

11.7
17.6
12.9
8.7
7.1
6.7
4.8

20.1
24.9
13.7
9.8
6.6
4.8
3.5

*Unweighted.
BRFSS, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System; HHI, household income.

Obesity prevalence and multivariable association of
body mass index with race-related vigilance
The overall prevalence of obesity in this sample was 37%.
Obesity prevalence was highest in individuals who indicated thinking about their race more than daily (42%),
compared with those in the other race-related vigilance
categories. Prevalence estimates of obesity within each
level of race-related vigilance and the results of the logistic regression models of the association between racerelated vigilance level and obesity are detailed in Table 2
. Compared with African–Americans who reported never
thinking about their race, those that reported thinking
about their race less than daily were 0.91 times as likely
to have obesity (95% CI: 0.72–1.15), those who reported
thinking about their race daily were 1.09 times as likely to
have obesity (95% CI: 0.81–1.46) and those who reported
thinking about their race more than daily were 1.37 times
as likely to have obesity (95% CI: 1.07–1.75), after

adjusting for covariates. Gender-specific results are also
reported in Table 2.

Gender differences in obesity prevalence and
multivariable association of body mass index with
race-related vigilance
The prevalence of obesity was higher among African–
American women (41%) than African–American men
(32%). Levels of high race-related vigilance (thinking
about one’s race >daily) was greater in men (21%) than
in women (13%). In analyses stratified by gender,
African–American women who reported thinking about
their race daily were 1.45 times as likely to be classified
as obese (95% CI: 1.02–2.07) than those that reported
never thinking about their race, after adjusting for
covariates. Although not statistically significant, in
African–American men, there was an association
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Table 2 Obesity prevalence and logistic regression models of the
association between race-related vigilance and obesity overall and
by gender, in African–American BRFSS (2002–2010) respondents,
≥18 years old, weighted estimates (n = 12,214)

Never
<Daily
Daily
>Daily

% Obese

Overall
Unadjusted,
OR (95% CI)

Multivariable*
OR (95% CI)

37.7
33.3
35.6
42.3

1.00, referent
0.82 (0.66–1.03)
0.91 (0.69–1.20)
1.21 (0.96–1.53)

—
0.91 (0.72–1.15)
1.09 (0.81–1.46)
1.37 (1.07–1.75)

% Obese

Unadjusted,
OR (95% CI)
1.00, referent
0.82 (0.62–1.07)
1.07 (0.75–1.52)
1.10 (0.84–1.45)

Multivariable*
OR (95% CI)
—
0.99 (0.76–1.29)
1.45 (1.02–2.07)
1.21 (0.92–1.60)

Unadjusted,
OR (95% CI)
1.00, referent
0.85 (0.58–1.25)
0.89 (0.57–1.38)
1.52 (1.03–2.23)

Multivariable*
OR (95% CI)
—
0.87 (0.59–1.29)
0.86 (0.53–1.39)
1.43 (0.96–2.13)

Women

Never
<Daily
Daily
>Daily

42.4
37.5
44.0
44.9

Men
% Obese
Never
<Daily
Daily
>Daily

31.1
27.7
28.6
40.6

*Adjusted for age group, gender, employment status, income-topoverty ratio, year, and state survey was administered.
BRFSS, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio. Results weighted to account for sampling design.

between thinking about their race more than daily and
obesity (1.43, 95% CI: 0.96–2.13).

Discussion
While previous studies have examined the association of
experiences of racial discrimination with obesity among
African–Americans (7,9,28), our study was the first to
our knowledge to examine race-related vigilance in association with obesity. In this African–American sample, a
high frequency of race-related vigilance (thinking about
one’s race once an hour or constantly) was associated
with obesity. Obesity rates among those who reported
never thinking about their race and those who thought
about it less frequently (i.e. less than daily or daily) were
similar. Our overall findings suggest that the internalized
impacts of racism captured through experiencing high
levels of race-related vigilance may be one of a myriad
of risk factors that place African–Americans at increased
risk for obesity.
Consistent with the findings of previously conducted
studies on race-related vigilance (6,23), we found that
roughly one in five African–American in our sample
reported thinking about their race more than daily (once

Obesity Science & Practice
an hour or constantly). Most previous studies examining
the role of discrimination have not considered how individuals interpret, make meaning of and cope with the experience of discrimination and how this may impact their
health (29). The extent to which individuals recognize
and report experiences of discrimination may also reflect
how they interpret and internalize their social reality and
the corresponding racial climate in which they exist
(30,31). African–Americans are often the targets of negative stereotypes (30,32), are regularly devalued by greater
society (30,32) and consequently experience disproportionately negative interpersonal and economic outcomes
because of their race (13,33,34). These negative
outcomes of stigmatization also extend to and greatly
diminish the health of African–Americans living in the
USA (6,25,35). Because of the routine and consistent
occurrence of racial discrimination experienced by
African–Americans, race-related hypervigilance (i.e.
constantly anticipating racist encounters) may be an
important mechanism vital for effective coping, social
adjustment and survival (36,37).
African–Americans can experience both explicit discrimination and implicit microagressions. Microaggressions
refer to the automatic and often unconscious verbal,
non-verbal and visual insults that insinuate an heir of inferiority towards a particular group or person, including
African–Americans (32). Where historic acts of discrimination were blatant, targeted and aggressive, the nature of
modern discrimination is often implicit, evasive and
systemic (30,35). In addition, bias and discrimination are
not present in every situation. We speculate that this
situational uncertainty (6,31) may potentially lead some
African–Americans to be more cognizant of the racial
climate in society and their resultant place in it. Although
we were not able to directly assess microagressions or
internalized racism in this study, self-reported racerelated vigilance may reflect the internalization of the
effects of racial climate and treatment and represent
one’s ability to cope with repeated and anticipated experiences of discrimination.
The results of our study suggest that very high levels of
race-related vigilance may be a potentially unique mechanism that contributes to high rates of obesity specifically
among African–Americans. Recent research has shown
that prolonged emotional distress, such as that which
may be experienced with repeated encounters and anticipation of racial discrimination, may be the catalyst for a
cascade of events leading to weight gain and obesity
(38). Psychological stress responses are a common reaction to experiences of racism (39). The chronic feelings of
helplessness, frustration and resentment provoked by
experiencing racism can lead to physiological immune
and neuroendocrine responses (13,24). The acute and
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prolonged psychological and emotional overload associated with enduring episodes of racial discrimination may
lead to maladaptive behavioural coping strategies that
specifically drive obesity (38). Such coping strategies
include eating to suppress negative emotions and stress
(38,40) in conjunction with physiological coping strategies
such as the disruption of energy homeostasis and metabolism (40,41). Previous research studies conducted in
African–American women, who have the highest ageadjusted prevalence of obesity in the USA (3), add
leverage to this notion. The SisterTalk study conducted
with a cohort of African–Americal women living in the
New England region of the USA found in their crosssectional study that the frequency of eating when
depressed or sad and eating to manage stress were both
significantly higher among women who reported higher
perceived discrimination levels (19).
Gender differences were also observed with African–
American women who think about their race on a daily basis, being more likely to be classified as obese. Our findings
on gender differences in the prevalence and association of
race-related vigilance and obesity are consistent with
findings from previous studies that found racism to be a
significant driver of the prevalence of obesity in African–
American women (18). The lower prevalence of obesity
in men is consistent with current national figures (3). In
spite of our findings in this study, it is important to note
that racism is shown to drive other deleterious effects
specific to the health of African–American men (42).
The results of this study should be interpreted within the
context of certain limitations. First, as a study of crosssectional design, we are not able to draw conclusions on
causality or the long-term effects of race-related vigilance
on obesity. Second, the Reactions to Race module has
not yet been adopted nationally in the BRFSS questionnaire.
Therefore, the responses we analysed may not be generalizable to the population at-large because of the limited number of states that include the Reactions to Race module in
BRFSS years included in this study. We elected to combine
years 2002 through 2010 of the BRFSS data sets to ensure
an adequate sample size of African–Americans in our analysis. Methodological changes to the BRFSS that occurred in
2011 complicate combining annual waves before and after
that point. A future replication study, using several waves
of more contemporary data, once available, is warranted.
Third, the BRFSS relies on limited self-reported data. Height
and weight, collected via self-report, routinely result in underestimates of weight as well as overestimates of height
(43), which could subsequently result in the underestimation of BMI in this sample. But, recent studies have shown
that the use of self-reported height and weight can be accurate (44). Additional personal characteristics that may
contextualize one’s risk for obesity (including family
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history of obesity and other lifestyle related diseases),
and specifics about the setting and duration of racerelated encounters, were potential confounders that are
not available in the BRFSS. Fourth, given the layered
and context specific nature of race-related vigilance, the
use of a single self-reported question to assess this in
the BRFSS questionnaire should be noted as a limitation.
It is plausible that there was some degree of incongruity
between our conceptualization of race-related vigilance
and how respondents answered. We cannot rule out
respondents’ potential interpretation of the race consciousness question as an inquiry about racial pride, or
self-awareness of racial identity as opposed to racerelated vigilance as we have interpreted it. Fifth,
respondents may elect to edit their responses depending
on their perception of interviewer biases, especially when
there is a racial/ethnic mismatch between interviewer and
respondent (45). In this setting, such editing is likely to result in under-reporting of racial vigilance. Finally, this
study did not take into account the longitudinal impact
of time upon race-related vigilance, which may vary
with racial climate; future studies should consider this
important aspect in classifying the impact of prolonged
exposure to race-related vigilance on obesity.
We conducted the first analysis of race-related
vigilance and its association with obesity in African–
Americans who are disproportionately represented in
obesity statistics. The association between these factors
suggests that efforts to understand the incidence and
prevalence of obesity should extend beyond dietary and
physical activity habits to also consider how race-related
vigilance in one’s daily existence, a commonly experienced stressor among African–Americans, may influence
obesity disparities. As such, future research efforts to
investigate the cumulative chronological impacts of
race-related vigilance as well as considering the integration of race-related vigilance into stress-related and
behavioural interventions for obesity are warranted.
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